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Flowmap Overview

What is a flowmap?

The appearance of moving water in games is often created by scrolling two normal maps in 
different directions and adding them together. This works fine for large open bodies of water, but 
when dealing with rivers and more enclosed areas the effect breaks down. Flowmaps are a way 
to give the illusion of water that flows in different directions. The underlying idea is the same, 
the shader scrolls a normal map, but the direction is no longer constant over the water’s surface.

Here’s a flowmap created with Flowmap Generator. The texture contains directional vectors 
encoded in the red and green channels, similar to how normal maps store normal vectors. In this 
case a color of (255, 128, 0) results in a vector pointing to the right, with a magnitude of 1. The 
closer a color is to (128,128,0) the smaller the magnitude and therefore the slower the normal 
map will scroll.

Using a flowmap in a shader



A good overview of how to use flowmaps in a shader, along with some sample shader code, can 
be found here: http://graphicsrunner.blogspot.se/2010/08/water-using-flow-maps.html Valve 
have used flowmaps in several of their games and have created some interesting presentations 
detailing their approach. One of them can be found here: 
http://www.valvesoftware.com/publications/2011/gdc_2011_grimes_nonstandard_textures.pdf

The general idea is that the flowmap vector is added to the scrolling normal map's uv coordinate. 
This scrolls the normal map in the direction that the flowmap is pointing. After a short amount of 
time however, the uvs would be quite distorted. To prevent this the amount of distortion is reset 
after a set amount of time. This results in a popping effect when the time cycle is restarted. The 
way to fix this is to fade in a second normal map. This second normal map is also being distorted 
by the flowmap, but the timeline is offset by half a cycle.

A large number of tutorials exist for creating flowmap shaders in different game engines and 
there are several packages of flowmap shaders available on Unity's Asset Store.

Performance

Flowmap shaders are slightly more performance heavy than shaders that just scroll two normal 
maps over each other but are still useable in most situations. Most mobile hardware support 
flowmap shaders.

Creating flowmaps by hand

Flowmaps can be difficult to create. A flowmap represents a vector field and hand painting 
vectors in an image editing application rarely gives good results. Valve use Houdini to paint 
vectors and several programs exist for painting vectors that follow a brush stroke. There are 
several drawbacks to this approach. If the scene changes it is necessary to repaint the flowmap in 
that area. Painting vectors for a water plane that covers an entire level can be quite time 
consuming.

http://www.valvesoftware.com/publications/2011/gdc_2011_grimes_nonstandard_textures.pdf
http://graphicsrunner.blogspot.se/2010/08/water-using-flow-maps.html


Creating flowmaps using Flowmap Generator

Flowmap Generator uses a fluid simulation to create the flowmap texture. This ensures that 
vectors are created across the entire flowmap and allows quick resimulating if the scene changes. 
The simulation is controlled by fields that act on the simulation and can push the fluid around to 
create velocity vectors. Simulating a flowmap using GPU acceleration can take from just a few 
seconds to simulate. Without GPU acceleration Flowmap Generator uses a multithreaded 
approach on the CPU, so most simulations take less than a few minutes. This allows fast iteration 
times and using fields allows the flowmap vectors to still be user controlled.



Flowmap Generator Reference

Installation

Installing Flowmap Generator is as simple as unzipping to a folder on your hard drive. You can 
uninstall by deleting this folder.

Updates

Flowmap Generator automatically checks for updates on startup. To disable this, turn off auto-
updates under the Window->Settings menu. When updating, delete the old installation or unzip 
to a different folder.

Generator

A generator object is the heart of the Flowmap Generator program. Here are all the settings for 
controlling the fluid simulation and texture output. More than one generator can exist in a scene. 
Fluid modifiers placed in the scene will affect all generators and are "splatted" to the generator 
from a top-down perspective. This means that only the horizontal position of the modifier 
changes its effect on the generator.



Setting Description

GPU acceleration Run the simulation on the GPU where available. Much 
faster than CPU simulation.

Dimensions The bounds of the simulation, in world units.

Output format Choose the file format for output textures.

Preview Material The material applied to the generator preview.

View Output Textures Open Output Textures window.



The Output Textures window shows the textures from the last selected Generator. This allows 
you to have a quick overview of the flowmap, fluid depth and heightmap, and the heightmap 
rendered from the scene geometry.



Simulation Settings

Setting Description

Reset Reset the simulation, keeping all settings.

Bake Run the simulation from the first frame until it reaches the 
max number of simulation steps, then write all specified 
textures to the Output folder.

Simulate Run the simulation from the current simulation step.



Pause Pause the simulation at the current simulation step.

Write All Write all output textures at the current simulation step.

Current simulation step Shows the current simulation step.

Max Simulation Steps The simulation will pause at this simulation step and 
optionally write output textures to file.

Continuous Simulation Simulation will not stop when max steps is reached.

Write to file on max steps When the max simulation steps is reached, write output 
textures to file.

Update Texture Delay Delay in simulation steps between updating textures when 
using the CPU simulation path.

Output Folder When baking all textures will be saved to this folder.

Output Prefix Adds a prefix to the output texture filenames.

Output Height/Fluid Write a texture that contains the heightmap in the red 
channel and fluid depth in the green channel.

Simulate Foam Enable foam accumulation calculation.

Output Foam Separately Write foam to a separate texture, otherwise the foam will 
be saved to the blue channel of the flowmap.

Timestep Controls how large the delta time is for a simulation step. 
Clamped to 40% of gravity, the simulation will most likely 
be incorrect otherwise.

Gravity Controls how fast the fluid flows. Lower gravity settings 
will result in force fields having a stronger effect.

Velocity Scale The velocity from the simulation can be larger than 1, this 
scales the velocity before writing to the flowmap.

Width The flowmap texture's width in pixels.

Height The flowmap texture's height in pixels.

Border Collision If set to Collide, the fluid will bounce off the borders of the 
simulation. If set to Pass Through, the fluid will flow out 
of the simulation.

Fluid Depth Set the fluid depth style, several other settings are affected, 
such as initial fluid amount.

Evaporation Rate Removes a bit of fluid every simulation step.

Initial Fluid Amount Starts the simulation with fluid already existing. If Fluid 



Depth is set to DeepWater, no fluid will be added where 
the heightmap has a value of 1.

Fluid Add Multiplier A global multiplier for all fluid add fields

Fluid Remove Multiplier A global multiplier for all fluid remove fields

Force Multiplier A global multiplier for all force fields

Accumulation Rate Controls how quickly the flowmap accumulates velocity. A 
lower rate will make sure that short lived velocity changes 
are ignored.

Blur Filter Strength Sets the strength of the blur filter.



Heightmap

Render

Render a heightmap from your scene geometry. A wireframe cube shows the Height Min and 
Max in relation to the generator's plane.

Setting Description

Width The heightmap texture's width in pixels.

Height The heightmap texture's height in pixels.

Fluid Depth If set to Deep Water, the resulting heightmap will be a 
cross section of geometry that intersects with the generator 
plane. Use this when you are simulating a deep pool of 
water.

If set to Surface, the resulting heightmap will look more 
like a traditional heightmap. Use this when you are 
simulating a fluid flowing on a surface.

Height Min The minimum height, the result depends on the fluid depth 
chosen.

Height Max The maximum height, the result depends on the fluid depth 
chosen.

Preview Heightmap Displays the heightmap in the scene.



There are certain requirements for the geometry to be used. If the Fluid Depth is set to Deep 
Water the geometry should be watertight; there should be both front and back faces when looking 
at the geometry from a top-down view. Height Max when Fluid Depth is set to Deep Water 
should be set to a value larger than the highest intersecting geometry; the bounding box should 
enclose the highest intersecting geometry. The Height Min will control whether objects below 
the water surface will contribute to the heightmap. This can be used for objects that are only 
covered by a small amount of water.

When Fluid Depth is set to Surface the Height Max and Height Min act as clipping planes, 
anything at Height Min or lower on the Y axis will be set to 0 in the heightmap. Anything above 
Height Max is ignored, so make sure your scene fits within the bounding box. Setting Height 
Min and Height Max larger than the bounds of your scene will cause the heightmap to have 
smaller values, and therefore affect the simulation less.



Texture

This loads in a texture to be used as a heightmap in the simulation. The heightmap can be created 
in a 3D application, or created by hand in an image editing application. The red channel will be 
used as a heightmap. Greyscale images work as well, as the red channel will contain the same 
information as all other channels. 16bit .raw files can be imported, these work best for surface 
flow heightmaps.

Heightmaps that are used for Deep Water simulations are best interpreted as white being a solid 
object and black being an open space where the fluid can move around freely. For Surface 
simulations, the heightmap should represent a heightfield where the fluid moves on top.

Setting Description

Heightmap The texture to use as the heightmap.

Preview Heightmap Displays the heightmap in the scene.

Displace Preview Use the heightmap as a displacment map for the preview 
plane.

Displacement Controls the amount of displacement on the preview plane.

Regular Heightmap Texture
Png and Tga are the two supported formats for 8bit heightmap textures. To import a heightmap, 
click the button next to "Heightmap". It will say "None" if no texture is selected. This will open 
the texture browser.



Here is the heightmap texture being used to affect a Deep Water simulation.



Raw Heightmap Texture
In some situations you may need more information in your heightmap. 8bit heightmaps may 
cause artifacts when there is a lot of smooth transitions between heights. This is often the case 
when generating surface flowmaps. Flowmap Generator can import 16 bit .raw files. Make sure 
the file is a greyscale 16bit file, is non-interleaved, and has one channel. Make sure you 
remember the width and height of the texture, as well as the byte order. This information will be 
needed later when importing, as the file doesn't contain this information.

Here the heightmap is being used as a heightfield. Displace Preview is enabled, which displaces 
the preview plane but doesn't affect the simulation. The Preview Material is set to Surface Water.





Simulation Modifiers

Simulation modifiers allow you to control the fluid simulation. The strength of a modifier is 
multiplied by the falloff texture. 



Fluid Add

A fluid add modifier adds fluid to the simulation. Every simulation needs some fluid, so there 
should be at least one fluid add field if the Initial Fluid Depth is set to 0 in the Generator.

Fluid Remove
A fluid remove modifier acts as a drain, removing fluid from the simulation.

Force Modifier

A force modifier applies a force to the fluid. Attract pulls fluid to the center of the field, repulse 
pushes away from the center, a vortex causes the fluid to swirl around the center of the field, 
directional pushes the fluid in the direction of the field's local Z axis, and calm slows down the 
fluid.



Collision Modifier
Fluid collides with this modifier, in much the same way as it collides with a mesh.



Hotkeys
OSX can also use the command key instead of Ctrl.

Camera Control

Alt+Left Mouse Orbit

Alt+Right Mouse Zoom

Alt+Middle Mouse Pan

Mouse Wheel Zoom

File

Ctrl+N New scene

Ctrl+O Open scene

Ctrl+S Save scene

Ctrl+Shift+S Save scene as

Ctrl+Q Quit

Edit

Ctrl+Z Undo

Ctrl+D Duplicate selected objects

Tools

Q Select

W Move

E Rotate

R Scale

T Scale Bounds

X Toggle tool orientation (World/Local)

F Frame selected object



Troubleshooting

Nothing happens when simulating
Some fluid must be present in the simulation. Try adding an Add Fluid field or setting the Initial 
Fluid Amount to a value larger than 0.

The Bake button is greyed out
To run a bake you need to have a valid Output Folder selected.

The simulation takes a long time to simulate
Make sure that the Timestep is set to a large enough value. It will be clamped to 40% of the 
Gravity value to prevent the simulation from giving incorrect values but try setting it as large as 
possible.  Most of the time the Timestep will work fine with its default setting.

If you can't use GPU acceleration Flowmap Generator will use a multithreaded approach on the 
CPU.  Setting a smaller resolution will help and flowmaps often don't require a large resolution 
for good results. In fact, sharper details in the flowmap often cause stretching artifacts.

Support

For more information and updates, visit http://www.superpositiongames.com/products/flowmap-
generator/

To report a bug, send an email to support@superpositiongames.com

http://www.superpositiongames.com/products/flowmap-generator/
http://www.superpositiongames.com/products/flowmap-generator/
mailto:support@superpositiongames.com
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